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brimming with ideas, full of inspiration...

Dear Customer

Please find enclosed our 2018 supplement catalogue. On the back of our continued success, we have increased a number of our modern contemporary product ranges and added some colours to existing ranges, providing our customers with a real point of difference.

With an increasing trend in consumers looking to purchase ‘something different’, we are confident our designs, choice of materials, fabrics and outstanding value will add real value to your business.

We look forward to developing our business together going into this busy period and hope you have continued success.

Marc Bunting
Managing Director
A stunning dining set in grey glass with grey oak inset and base.

The plinth base is finished in grey glass with grey oak edging.

The extension leaf is operated using latest pull handle technology for simple, easy to use opening/closing.

The picture shows the table complemented with our jasper grey chair.

**a cal04**
calgary ext dining table
w140cm (+40cm) d 90 h76cm

**b jas01 grey**
jasper dining chair - grey
(see page 14)
ellie

a beautifully designed glass on gloss round dining table collection in white or latte finish. Features three leg design with matching gloss base.

a el01 white ellie round dining table - super white
w107 d107 h76cm

b el01 latte ellie round dining table - latte
w107 d107 h76cm

c soh03 taupe soho dining chair

d jas01 stone taupe jasper dining chair
(see page 14)
riley

A modern, simple table design featuring coloured glass tops with contrasting edging and centre sections.

Bases are finished in matching glass on gloss.

**a ril01 grey**
Riley 1.6m dining table - grey
W160  D90  H76cm

**b ril02 grey**
Riley 1.2m dining table - grey
W120  D80  H76cm

**c ril01 latte**
Riley 1.6m dining table - latte
W160  D90  H76cm

**d ril02 latte**
Riley 1.2m dining table - latte
W120  D80  H76cm

**e soh03 grey**
Soho dining chair - grey

**f soh03 taupe**
Soho dining chair - taupe
(see page 15)

**g ven03 grey**
Venice dining chair

**h jas01 stone taupe**
Jasper dining chair - stone taupe
(see page 14)
A beautifully designed and unique dining table featuring matt white gloss top and base accentuated with grey oak finish on both the extension leaf and centre section.

The extension has the one-handed mechanism fitted for simple and easy use.

**a san01**
santana 1.6m (+0.40m) dining table
w160 +40 d90 h76cm

**b soh03 taupe**
soho dining chair - taupe
(see page 14)
A modern dining set combination finished in latte glass with latte glass top and base. The centre section is designed in a beautiful contrasting oak finish.

A perfect partner for our extensive range of dining chairs.

a ven05
venice dining table -
latte
w160  d90  h76cm

b mor03
moreno dining chair -
stone
see page 15
isabella

modern dining chair with beautiful stitch pattern design in a range of six colours.

w41 d52 h100 cm

a isa01 black
b isa01 grey
c isa01 mustard
d isa01 stone
e isa01 taupe
f isa01 wine red
**jasper**

Simple modern dining chair, beautifully tailored in a high end textured pu with a chrome stainless steel frame. Also available in two tone design for maximum impact.

w44 d57 h100cm

a jas01 grey
b jas01 orange
c jas01 greylightgrey
d jas01 stonetaupe

**soho**

additional taupe colour added to the range.

w43 d57 h100cm (kd)
a soh03 taupe soho dining chair - taupe

**moreno**

additional stone colour added to the range.

w43 d63 h106cm (kd)
a mor03 stone moreno dining chair - stone

**venice**

additional black and white sides added to the range.

w44 d60 h100cm
a ven06 black/white venice dining chair - black/white
An excellent range of modern low level dining chairs, beautifully tailored in a chequered pattern design with soft highly comfortable seating.

Manufactured using a full ply inner, this chair is designed for maximum comfort. Choice of fabrics available also.

w50  d58  h86cm

a  nov01 black
b  nov01 grey
c  nov01 stone
d  nov01 taupe

e  nov02 grey
f  nov02 taupe
piazza
Value for money dining chair in a simple, modern design with chrome cantilever base.
w41 d52 cm h100 cm

a pia01 black
b pia01 grey

c

d

salerno
Excellent value for money dining chair in four colours with grey powder coated cantilever base.
w41 d53 h100

a sal01 black
b sal02 grey
c sal03 stone
d sal04 taupe
Simple modern designed range of occasional pieces manufactured with an oak finish on a black metal frame:

- **a ev01**
  eva table lamp
  w50  d50  h50cm

- **b ev02**
  eva coffee table
  w110  d60  h43cm

- **c ev03**
  eva tv unit
  w100  d40  h50cm

- **d ev04**
  eva console table
  w100  d55  h80cm
bailey

Full reclining sofa in combination of textured grey outer and grey fabric seating and backs. Sumptuous soft sit with high back support.

a  ba01 chair recliner
w66  d88  h100cm

b  ba02 2 seater recliner
w138  d88  h100cm

c  ba03 3 seater recliner
w194  d88  h100cm
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Business Policies
All orders are subject to our terms and conditions below. Nothing in these conditions affects your statutory rights as a consumer.

Standard Conditions of Sale

1. Definitions
   a) “Buyer” means the person who buys or agrees to buy the Products from the Seller.
   b) “Conditions” means the terms and conditions of sale set out in this document and any special terms and conditions agreed in writing by the Seller.
   c) “Delivery Date” means the date specified by the Seller when the Products are to be delivered.
   d) “Goods” means those specified.
   e) “Price” means the price for the Products including carriage, packing and VAT.
   f) “Seller” means World Furniture (Irl) Ltd.
   g) “Consumer” shall bear the meaning accorded in section 12 of the Sale of Goods Act 1980.

2. Conditions Applicable
   a) Nothing in these conditions shall affect the buyer’s statutory rights as a consumer.
   b) The Seller shall sell and the Buyer shall purchase the products in accordance with any written quotation of the Seller which is accepted by the Buyer, or any written or verbal order of the Buyer which is accepted by the Seller, subject in any case to these conditions, which shall govern the contract to the exclusion of any other terms and conditions subject to which any such quotation is accepted or purported to be accepted, or any such order is made in or purported to be made by the Buyer.
   c) Any order submitted by the Buyer shall be subject to any restriction or exclusion of liability or any terms and conditions of business, price list, acceptance of offer, invoice or other document or information issued by the Seller shall be subject to correction without any liability on the part of the Seller.
   d) Any provision of these conditions is adjudged invalid or unenforceable in whole or in part the validity of the other provisions of these conditions and the remainder of these provisions in question shall not be affected.

3. The Price and Payment
   a) If the Seller does not pay the Price or delivery of goods the Seller may bring an action for the Price or payment of the Price or delivery of the products.
   b) Payment of the Price shall be due at the date of delivery. The Buyer shall not be entitled to any discount or credit.
   c) The Seller reserves the right to hold delivery of a Product until payment is made.
   d) If a Product is returned to the Seller because of incorrect delivery or damage to the Seller, the Buyer shall be entitled to a refund of the Price paid.

4. The Products
   a) The quantity and description of the Products shall be set out in the Seller’s catalogue.
   b) The Buyer shall make any changes in the specification of the Products which do not materially affect their quality or performance requirements as with any applicable statutory requirements where the Products are supplied to the Seller’s specification.
   c) Photographs are for illustration purpose only, and may not exactly match the product itself.

5. Warranties and Liability
   a) All goods supplied by the Seller come with a manufacturer’s warranty of 12 months.
   b) The Seller shall deliver the Goods subject to such information as is regarded to be under the manufacturer’s warranties. In the event of a claim, the Seller shall in the first instance contact the Seller’s customer service department.
   c) The Buyer does not make any warranty against defects in the goods.
   d) In general, where the goods are in the condition for sale at the date of delivery, the Buyer shall not be entitled to suspend payment or refuse delivery of goods which is deemed by the Buyer to be defective or unsuitable.
   e) The Seller reserves the right to hold delivery of a Product until payment is made.

6. Delivery, Returns and Cancellations
   a) The Seller reserves the right to make delivery of the products by notifying the Buyer that the products are available for delivery and a date will be arranged with the Buyer to receive the products.
   b) The Seller reserves the right to deliver the Goods to the Buyer on the first delivery order, subject to: subject to the expiry of the price paid.
   c) The Seller shall not be liable for any delays or losses of goods or damages or losses in goods delivered which is caused by any event or circumstances which are beyond our reasonable control. Nothing in this Clause affects the buyer’s statutory rights as a consumer.

7. Acceptance of the Products
   a) Either that the Buyer pays the Seller or as a Consumer the Buyer shall be deemed to have accepted the Products 7 working days after delivery to the Buyer.
   b) If the Buyer does not accept the Products, the Buyer shall be liable for the Products and Losses incurred in accordance with the terms and conditions.

8. Title and Risk
   a) Risk of title to any of the Products of the Seller passes to the Buyer at delivery.
   b) Unless otherwise specified hereunder title to the Products shall pass to the Buyer at the time the Buyer has received their full payment.
   c) The Seller shall not be entitled to recover any security for any indebtedness of the Buyer’s property, nor shall the Buyer have the right to suspend payment of the Price until the Buyer has paid all amounts owing to the Seller.

9. Indemnity of Buyer
   a) The Buyer agrees to indemnify the Seller against any claims, costs, charges, expenses, losses or damages suffered by the Seller in respect of any claim made against the Buyer for breach of contract.

10. General
    a) Neither party shall be liable for any delay or failure to perform any of its obligations if the delay of failure results from events or courses of events outside its reasonable control, including but not limited to strikes, lockouts, accidents, acts of war or terrorism, civil unrest, acts of God, or any other event which is beyond its reasonable control.
    b) All disputes, whether of contract or tort or otherwise, in respect of matters arising out of or in connection with this Contract shall be determined by the courts of Northern Ireland.
    c) This Contract shall be governed by the law of Northern Ireland and any dispute, question or remedy whatsoever arising determined exclusively by the Courts of Northern Ireland.